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Key Dates: 

 October 11, 2012: Model Change 
Submission Tool training begins 

 October 16, 2012: Request Management 
System goes live 

 November 12, 2012: Market Trials 
Connectivity Test execution begins 

 December 10, 2012: Market Trials 
Structured/Unstructured Approach 
published 

The latest from the Marketplace workstreams: Reversion Plan comments, Portal 
and Settlements updates 

The Programmatic Interface 
Review Group (PIRG) has 
completed its review of the 
Integrated Marketplace’s 
Reversion Plan. Feedback is 
posted in a Q&A document 
in the PIRG project folder. 

The Portal workstream has 
posted three documents to its 
project folder:  

 Portal Application Role 
Reference Guide. 

 LSA (Local Security 
Administrators) Portal 
Job Aid. 

 LSA Guide.  

Please direct your questions to 
the workstream. 

The Settlements workstream 
has updated sample data for 
the determinant report API 
(application programming 
interfaces). The additions 
include updates to the data 
quality and additional Initial 
and Final Settlement data. 
Contact the workstream 
with questions. 

Systems Readiness classified as yellow 

The Integrated Marketplace has posted its most recent monthly program update on iDashboard, 
re-classifying SPP Systems Readiness’ status as yellow. Systems, along with Market Participant 
Readiness and SPP Staff Readiness, comprise the Marketplace’s three areas of work. 

Sam Ellis, the Marketplace’s program director, said program management changed the Systems 
status for two reasons: 
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 Work planned for completion before a key late-September systems integration check 
point was under way, but not finished. 

 Early testing indicated a risk of some late-arriving components (including portions of 
settlements and market systems) would not complete testing in time for Market Trials in 
June 2013. 

The Marketplace management has defined yellow status as concern about the program meeting a 
certain deliverable on its assigned date.  

“We’re concerned about these circumstances, but not alarmed,” Ellis said. “With 17 months to go 
and substantial progress made on all fronts, we remain confident we can meet our 2014 go-live 
date within our $105 million capital budget. We will be able to start system integration test with 
the work that has been completed, and we believe that we will be able to mitigate these situations 
before they affect our critical path.” 

Ellis said SPP will develop a more definitive plan to mitigate the risks. Additional details will be 
shared during the October series of meetings. 

Marketplace Sandbox now open for business 

The Integrated Marketplace Sandbox opened September 20, giving Market Participants (MPs) and 
vendors an opportunity to test their systems’ interfaces with SPP. 

The Sandbox provides a testing environment that replicates the functionality needed to accurately 
test software under development. The Marketplace’s sandbox allows MPs and vendors to test 
their application programming interfaces (API) that will exchange data with SPP. The Sandbox is 
currently focused on the APIs for the Day-Ahead and Real-Time Markets, Settlements, and 
Transmission Congestion Rights systems. 

SPP has posted a User’s Guide in the Marketplace Sandbox project folder, explaining how to 
connect to and use the Sandbox. A Users List is being compiled to alert participants about 
maintenance activities; contact your Customer Relations representative to be added to this list. 

The Sandbox will be open for play until at least June 2013. 

Credit Risk completes SAT three weeks early 

The Credit & Risk workstream has blown through the first round of Site Acceptance Testing (SAT), 
completing 233 of its 239 test cases for the Credit Management System (CMS). The team was able 
to complete SAT three weeks early by installing a CMS 1.1 patch to address the remaining defects. 

Scott Smith and Chuck Jennings, the team’s business owner and project manager, respectively, 
thanked the CMS team for its hard work in completing SAT. Giving a nod to Lisa Caserta, Rachel 
Delong, Jared Barker, and Rob Gieringer, Smith said, “Not only did they finish early, but they did so 
with a high degree of confidence in the completeness of the tests and system quality.” 
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“Thanks also to The Structure Group for delivering a high-quality application in a timely manner 
and staying engaged to see things through during the testing,” Smith said. 

Request Management System to automate stakeholder inquiry process 

SPP is upgrading the Integrated Marketplace’s current stakeholder inquiry process with the 
automated Request Management System (RMS), effective October 16. The new process will 
simplify the submission process and archive requests for future reference. 

“We’re encouraging our stakeholders to use the RMS as it aids tracking and supports our efforts to 
be responsive, accurate, and accountable to you,” said Russell Quattlebaum, manager of Customer 
Relations. “We will continue to support phone calls and the e-mail distribution lists.” 

The RMS is a request/dispute submission system that routes requests and disputes to the 
appropriate SPP Staff, and documents and notifies the requester of the resolution. SPP Customer 
Relations has been working with participants to test the RMS’s IssueTrak tool, and is currently 
setting up the system’s users. 

(The RMS will not handle Settlements disputes until the Marketplace goes live in 2014.) 

“We 
expect 
the 
RMS to 
tighten 
accoun
tability 
among 
those 
respon
sible 
for 
answer
ing 
questio
ns or 
dispute
s,” 
Quattl
ebaum 

said, “and also improve accountability to the customer.” 

Once qualified, RMS users will be able to access IssueTrak through the Marketplace Portal, 
SPP.org, or a direct link (https://spprms.issuetrak.com/login.asp). Select “Register Now” to begin 
submitting inquiries – once the RMS is open. 

http://www.spp.org/
https://spprms.issuetrak.com/login.asp
https://spprms.issuetrak.com/login.asp


The RMS automates the stakeholder inquiry process’ front-end, routing requests and disputes as 
they are submitted. Answers or resolutions are captured in a knowledge base, accessible to the 
system’s users. Perhaps more significantly, the RMS automatically escalates any issues that have 
not been resolved within the promised time frame. 

For months, MPs have been using email for Marketplace-related questions directed to the 
program’s various workstreams (857 alone over the past year). Responses have been sent back to 
participants and, when appropriate, posted monthly on SPP.org. The online question-and-answer 
document will continue to be updated with information beneficial to all MPs. 

MPs can contact Quattlebaum for further information. 

CORRECTION: Market Clinic 1 scheduled December 10-13 

The August Integrated Marketplace Update incorrectly listed the dates for the December Market 
Clinic in Little Rock. The clinic’s correct dates are December 10-13, 2012.  

The clinic is the first of six such events held throughout SPP’s footprint. The week-long clinics 
include three separate areas of focus: Generation, Transmission, and Load-Serving Entity. Log on 
to the SPP Learning Center (LMS) to register.  

Fresh updates for iDashboard, Marketplace Q&A on website 

iDashboard, the online tool 
accessible through the 
Readiness Center, will be 
updated September 28 
with the latest Participant 
Engagement Report. 

The Integrated 
Marketplace Q&A has been 
updated on SPP.org. You 
now have access to 356 
questions and answers. 

More information is available 
through the following resources: 

 Integrated Marketplace on 
SPP.org 

 Marketplace Workstream 
Directory (PDF) 

 Integrated Marketplace 
Readiness Center 

 SPP Customer Relations 
(questions@SPP.org) 

 

This message was sent by the SPP Integrated Marketplace Program. 

Please refer to the Integrated Marketplace Workstream Email Address List if you have questions or feedback on the 
content of this message. 
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